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The Influence of Multiculturalism on Canadian Contemporary Art 
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Stephen Chatman 
Professor, School of Music, University of British Columbia 
Given the Beijing Forum 2004 theme of “Harmony and Prosperity of the Civilizations,” I have chosen a subject 
on art, which I believe illustrates a significant aspect of international harmony, communication, and synthesis of 
civilizations. 
As an introduction, a brief background on Canadian history and culture may be useful: 
Having gained confederation in 1867, Canada is a very young nation. As a country in the “new world”, Canada 
has always been a land of both immigrants and aboriginal “first nations” people. Historically, Canadian culture often 
has been defined as a Canadian “mosaic” (as opposed to the American “melting pot” concept), that is, a constantly 
evolving fabric of distinctly defined traditions, language, and art, often preserved or sanctioned by Canadian society 
and government. This Canadian “mosaic” is changing and has been shaped especially by assimilation, immigration, 
geography, demographics, and other cultural and political issues. 
Originally settled by primarily British, French and American immigrants, Canada’s languages (officially English 
and French), culture, moral values, and political system reflect its early heritage. Throughout the 19th and early 20th 
centuries, new waves of immigration continued—Irish, German, Scandinavian, Russian, Ukrainian, Eastern and 
Southern European, Chinese, Japanese, and East Indian people immigrated in ever increasing numbers. A high level 
of immigration, recently much more racially and geographically diverse, has continued into the 21st century, 
resulting in a truly multicultural and racially tolerant land. Although geographically vast, Canada still has a 
relatively small population of about 30 million people. 
Multiculturalism in the creative arts is related not only to history but also to geographical region. For example, 
the eastern province of Quebec, a culturally “distinct nation” settled in the 17th century by the French, still reflects 
the profound influence of French language, art and culture. The province of Ontario originally was settled by both 
English immigrants and American loyalists. My province of British Columbia, originally settled in the 19th century 
by the British and Americans, currently attracts increasing numbers of diverse immigrants, many from Asia, India, 
and Latin America. 
What is the influence of multiculturalism on Canadian contemporary music as opposed to contemporary art 
music? In examining the general Canadian public audience for live concert, radio, TV, and film, it must be stressed 
that, unquestionably, the primary musical influences on Canada are American popular music and, less significantly, 
European popular music and/or popular “world music.” 
As an “academic” composer and a professor of music, my focus, however, is on the increasing influence of 
Canadian multiculturalism and “world music” on Canadian contemporary art music. 
To illustrate the richness, tolerance, and diversity of Canada’s creative arts, and in particular, the broad spectrum 
of multicultural trends and influences in Canadian music, I have chosen as examples, several contrasting and 
wellrecognized immigrant or nativeborn composers from all regions of Canada. The following Canadian 
composer “snapshots” are indicative of many Canadian composers’ uninhibited, natural journey toward a synthesis 
of postmodern international eclecticism. They represent the majority of Canadian composers, who either accept or 
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openly embrace aspects of “world music”, all encompassing stylistic and aesthetic approaches; and the harmony of 
musical creativity among world civilizations. 
NORTHERN EUROPE 
Frequently known as the “Dean of Canadian Composers,” Healey Willan was born in England in 1880 and died 
in Toronto in 1968. From 1921 until his death he was Precentor of the church of Mary Magdalene, Toronto, which 
became a mecca for church musicians. In 1939 he was appointed Professor at the University of Toronto. A staunch 
conservative in the British tradition, grounded in counterpoint and fugue, Willan, although interested in new trends, 
saw no reason to abandon his English roots. More than half of his output of over 850 compositions was sacred 
works for choir, which include many anthems and mass settings in addition to over 50 secular choral works. Many 
of his works have entered the standard choral repertoire. 
In stark contrast to Willan, Hildegard Westerkamp was born in Germany in 1946 and emigrated to Vancouver, 
British Columbia in 1968. She explores the deeper implications of transferring environmental sounds from another 
culture into the North American and European context of contemporary music, electroacoustic composition, and 
audio art. The majority of her compositional output deals with aspects of the acoustic environment: with urban, rural 
or wilderness soundscapes, with children, men and women, with noise or silence, music and media sounds, or with 
the sounds of different cultures. She has collaborated with her Indian colleagues. Mona Madan, and Veena Sharma 
on a sound installation in New Delhi. And most recently, she created together with photographer Florence Debeugny, 
AT THE EDGE OF WILDERNESS, a sound installation about ghost towns in British Columbia. 
The work of Montreal, Quebec composer, Claude Vivier (1948-1983) is a reflection of his personal life, his 
French Canadian education and culture, and his German modernist composition training. Although a student of 
Stockhausen in Germany, Vivier ignored the avantgarde dictum against the expression of individuality through 
music. His style is characterized by the voice, by works sung in a language invented by the composer, and by 
striking melodies. In 1976, Vivier undertook a long trip through Asia. It was during his stay on the island of Bali 
that his ideas concerning the role of the artist in society were solidified. 
UNITED STATES 
Michael Colgrass (b. 1932) began his musical career in Chicago and draws on his background, including his 
extensive American and European studies with, for example, Darius Milhaud, Lukas Foss, and Wallingford Riegger. 
Colgrass, a Pulitzer, Guggenheim, Barlow, and Leger award winner, has lived in Toronto for many years. New York 
Times critic, Harold C Schoenberg, wrote “Mr. Colgrass is something of a maverick turning to what can best be 
described as The New Eclecticism. He will use serial textures, but will mix them with jazz, or outright romanticism, 
or dissonance a la Ives. He also has evolved a distinct sort of miniature style that is extremely personal and poetic.” 
For most of the last six decades, Oscar Peterson has been Canada’s leading jazz pianist/composer. Probably best 
known for his work with the trios he has lead over the years, Peterson has also accompanied such American jazz 
greats as Ella Fitzgerald, Dizzy Gillespie, and Billy Holliday and has made a major impact as a solo artist. 
Born in Kamloops, British Columbia in 1923, composer and jazz musician, Phil Nimmons is largely responsible 
for bringing jazz into the mainstream of music in Canada. A founding member of the Canadian League of 
Composers (1950), Nimmons co-founded the Advanced School of Contemporary Music (1960) with Oscar Peterson 
and the late Ray Brown. Mr. Nimmons was a major influence on the establishment of the Jazz Studies Program at 
the University of Toronto (1997), where he has taught for 30 years. 
EASTERN EUROPE 
Prize winning composer, Peter Paul Koprowsky, born in Poland in 1947, is a Professor of composition at the 
University of Western Ontario in London, Ontario. As a child prodigy, Koprowsky absorbed the advanced harmonic 
languages of Scriabin and Szymanowski and was profoundly influenced by the polyphony of the Renaissance. 
During this time, he also was exposed to a wide range of contemporary music presented at the annual Warsaw 
Autumn Festival. Although he assimilated the technical aesthetic currents of his time, he never felt compelled to be 
fully complicit with the orthodoxies of that time. 
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Dr Istvan Anhalt was born in 1919 in Budapest Hungary and studied with Zoltan Kodaly at the Hungarian 
Academy of Music. A professor at McGill University in Montreal and head of the music department a Queen’s 
University (1971-1981), Anhalt’s music reflects his experimental compositional work at several electronic music 
laboratories in Canada and the United States and a unique identity through a number of works for voice, chorus, and 
instrumental soloists and ensembles. 
SOUTHERN EUROPE 
Christos Hatzis, born in Greece in 1953, is a professor at the University of Toronto. Hatzis’ influences are 
numerous but the constant thread that runs through all his work has to do with religious and cultural convergence 
and a keen interest in native cultures. His work on the Inuit, Canada’s northern inhabitants, has introduced the music 
culture of the Inuit to many listeners worldwide and has helped in a small way to revitalize interest in cultural 
practices such as throat singing. Hatzis’ own Greek Orthodox religious upbringing has become a major influence in 
his large-scale choral works. 
Montreal composer, Jose Evangelista was born in Spain in 1943. His music draws its roots from an enlarged 
vision of tradition: to his Spanish origins he has added the influence of the Indonesian gamelan, the Western avant-
garde and that of modal musics. Between 1993 and 1995 Evangelista was composer-in-residence with the Montreal 
Symphony Orchestra and since 1979, he has been a professor at the University of Montreal, where he created the 
Balinese Gamelan Workshop in 1987. 
ASIA 
Despite the plurality found in new music in British Columbia, certain trends in the West-Coast Canadian 
aesthetic have existed for some time, including strong Asian and Pacific-Rim cultural influences. Gamelans exist at 
The University of British Columbia and Simon Fraser University. Vancouver composers, Mark Armanini, Zhuo 
Rui-Shi, Randy Raine-Reusch, Grace Lee, Dorothy Chang, Michael Tenzer, and Jon Siddal write regularly for 
Chinese, Korean, Japanese, and other Asian instruments and ensembles.  
The Vancouver Chinese Music Ensemble, established in 1989, is the finest professional Chinese music 
organization in Canada, performing hundreds of concerts across Canada and the United States. This versatile group 
embraces the popular and classical traditions of China as well as western classical and contemporary music 
performed on traditional Chinese instruments. 
Elliot Weisgarber, born 1919 in Massachusetts was a professor of composition at The University of British 
Columbia in Vancouver from 1960-1984. His move to the west coast nourished an already well-developed interest 
in Asian cultures and he subsequently spent much time in Japan studying the classical music of that country, notably 
the shakuhachi. His deep knowledge of Japanese music was to permeate much of his own compositional style. 
Korean born composer, Grace Jong-eun Lee graduated from the University of British Columbia in 1998 and has 
lived in Canada since 1987. She frequently composes for the Korean Kayagum, an instrument on which she often 
performs. Lee’s compositions reflect her unique combination of Korean, Chinese and western instruments. She is 
strongly influenced by the sounds of nature and often uses them in her works to convey the East Asian sense of 
space and emptiness. 
R. Murray Schafer (born in Ontario, 1933) is considered one of Canada’s most important composers. Schafer’s 
music, beginning in the late 1960’s and into the 1970’s revealed an ever-widening stylistic and linguistic boundary 
along with a tendency in some works towards mysticism and a kind of oriental quietism. The sources are of a rich 
and unorthodox diversity, many revealing Schafer’s interest in Eastern thought and religion. They range from 
settings of 13th century Persian and Turkish love poems to a setting of a Buddhist text. As a self-styled “father of 
acoustic ecology,” Schafer has been concerned about the damaging effects of technological sounds on humans, 
especially those living in the “sonic sewers” of urban environments. 
AUSTRALIA 
A Canadian prairies composer, Neil Currie (born Moose Jaw, Saskatchewan in 1955) first came to prominence as 
a Canadian composer living in Australia. His TUMBLING STRAIN, a concerto for trombone and orchestra, was 
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written in 1991 for trombonist Warwick Tyrrell and the Adelaide Symphony Orchestra. This concerto is notable for 
its evocation of the sounds of the Australian outback, particularly through the use of the trombone as didjerido. In 
1997, Currie was appointed composer-in-residence with the Saskatoon Symphony. 
AFRICA 
Malcolm Forsyth, born 1936 in South Africa, and living in Alberta since 1970, has earned international 
recognition as one of Canada’s leading composers. His SKETCHES FROM NATAL (1970), a vibrant work for 
chamber orchestra is the first of many compositions that result from the composer’s awakening in Canada as a 
African composer and his powerful recollections of the music of the Zulus heard as a child. 
Summary 
In studying the contemporary art music of these selected Canadian composers representing over 600 Canadian 
composers in the Canadian Music Centre library, one discovers a divergence of musical traditions, styles, and 
aesthetics. Stylistic characteristics are frequently dictated by a composer’s ethnic background, location within 
Canada, and musical training. Simultaneously, one also senses a profound convergence of approach, as Canadian 
composers extract rich musical elements, which appeal to them and their audiences, from either familiar or 
unfamiliar cultures. Finally, it appears that the stylistic “fences” in music are down, at least in Canada—and it is 
exciting to feel and experience the inevitable resulting world harmony. 
